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INTEGRATED LANCINGAND ANALYTIC DEVICE

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[Not Applicable]

5-
:

STATEMENT AS TO RIGHTS TO INVENTIONS MADE UNDER
FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

[Not Applicable]

10 ' FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention provides for an integrated device having a lance and analytic

device in a single disposable unit where the lance releases fluid from sldn and the analytic

device collects and analyzes flie fluid without the user removing an mstrument housing which

holds the disposable unit. In addition to the device, this invention provides for methods of

IS using and manufacturing the device.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Description ofPrior Art

The art ofbody fluid sampling is inundated with.a wide variety ofsampling

20 methods and instruments. By traditional methods, in order to perform analysis on biological

fluid, a patient is requued to make a trip to their physician's office and donate a sample. This

is usually in the form ofa blood or urine sample that is subsequently delivered to a laboratory

and eventually analyzed. In order to obtain the blood sample, it is most common for a

hypodermic to be inserted into a vein to gather a large volume ofblood, the majority ofwhich

25 is not used in most cases. More recently, blood tests and analyzers have been developed

which require the pricking ofa finger to supply a drop ofblood, which is analyzed by a

separate unit.

In recent years there has been a growing need to provide the ability to perform

body fluid analysis on the spot, without sending an individual to a physicians oflSce, and a

' 30 fluid sample to a lab for analysis. Law enforcement and military have pressmg needs to be

able to perform on the spot testing for drugs ofabuse and exposure to CBR (chemical

biological and radiological) warfare. Furthermore, in order to enhance the quality of life and

for proper management ofhealth, there has been a push to equip the common individual to
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perform biological fluid testing athome or during normal day4o^y routines without having

to visit their physician. Several types ofinstruments have been developed
along the lines of

home pregnancy testers, hemoglobin testers, and blood glucose testers for diabetics.

Diabetes meUitus is a chronic disease that affects more than 15 miUion

5 Americans. About seventy five percent ofthese are type 2 (non-insulin dependent).

Accurate blood glucose monitoring is required for proper management ofblood sugar levels

fordiabetics. Several systems have been developed
over the recent years pemutting home

testing ofblood sugar levels. Most ofthese systems require the user to draw a blood sample

usually from the fingertip and deliver the blood sample to a collection device in the form of a

10 capillary and reservoir with predisposed reagents for analysis. Due the sensitivity ofthe

fingertips however, testing is quite painfiil and even traumatic for many users, especially

among children and infants. Recentiy devices have been developed which sample
body fluid

from the forearm as a means ofdrawing body fluid painlessly. U.S. Pat Nos. D0427312.

US06,120,676,USD0426.638,USD0424,696. However, obtaining the volume ofblood

15 required for these systems fix>m the forearm has been difficult

The art ofbody fluid sampling is inundated with a variety of instruments and

sampling devices, available in a large range ofdesigns. Integration ofthe skin-penetrating

member with the fluid collecting and analyzing portion ofbody fluid analyzers is uncommon

in the industry. Most body fluid analyzing instruments come in two (iifferent parts: ^

20
penetmtinginstnmientandacollectionandanalysisinstrumentmisaprevalent

shortcoming of tiie current art tiie mefeods and instruments designed for body fluid sampling

require two distinctly difi-erent steps: a lancing step and a fillmg step, which requires manual

deUvery ofa relatively large volume ofbody fluid to the coUection device. The proper

deUvery oftiie blood to the coUection device often requires a good deal ofdexterity and is

25 quitedifficultforolderdiabetics.andindividualswitiifiulmgeyesight
Often the blood drop

ends up smeared along tiie test collection device or on tiie user, creating amess and a Mled

test Asaresulttestsoftenneedtoberepeatcd several timesuntiltiieprocedureisperformed

properly.

A device that integrates the skin penetrating and fluid collecting procedures

30 has many advantages. Integrated systems do not require as large as a volume ofbody fluid to

be produced as required for non-integrated systems. This is because integrated systems may

be used in a more automated system. eUminating die patient as the fluid deUvery mechanism.

Integrated and automated systems may demonstrate a high level ofprecision in coUecting tiie

2
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sample, allowing for smaller sample sizes to be generated. Smaller sample sizes result in

smaller lancet sizes, less pain and trauma for the user, and fewer ifany failed tests.

Several companies and individuals have developed various devices in an

attempt to integrate the sample production and collection devices and automate the process.

5 However, there are few, ifany, tnily integrated skin penetrating and collecting devices

cutrently available.

One such device described by Smart and Subramanian, U.S. Patent 5,801 ,057,

refers to a silicon microsampler. The silicon microsampler is a microchamber forming a

cuvette with an integrated hollow silicon needle. TTie microchamber and needle are formed

10 fh)m one silicon substrate through a series ofetching processes. The microchamber and

microneedle of the microsampler are covered with a glass layer that is anodically bonded to

the silicon portion. The microsampler is filled by insertmg the microneedle into the skin;

under the skm surface, the microneedle contacts a blood sample and draws it into the

microcuvette for analysis.

15 U.S. Patent 4,873,993, Cuvette, assigned to Personal Diagnostics Inc.,

describes "a cuvette with or without a lancet secured thereto and extendmg therefi-om for

producmg skin puncture to produce body fluid of interest, the cuvette is made ofoptically

transparent material and is provided with a shape and a plurality ofoptical elements such as

integrally formed optical elements for causing a light beam to pass therethrough by total

20 internal reflectance and for causii^ the beam of light to be reflected back along a Ime

different fix>m the direction ofthe Ime ofentry ofthe beam of light into the cuvette such as

back along a line generally parallel to the line ofentry ofthe beam of light into the cuvette

and in the opposite direction to the dhection ofentiy ofthe beam oflight mto the cuvette."

This device is used with an instrument that performs the lancing operation, U.S. Patent

25 5,029,583. However, the lance and cuvette are not attached in such a way to facilitate

automated filling ofthe cuvette. The cuvette filled manually by the patient *\viping" the
•

body fluid sample aoross the opening to the cuvette.

Another device described by Garcia et al., U.S. Patent 4,637;403, refers to a

hand-^held portable medical diagnostic device. The system utilizes a "disposable needle or

30 lance probe package which carries a chemical reagent strip.*' The disposable is used within

an instrument utilizing "a spring arrangement for actuating a needle or lance into the skin for

transferring blood from a finger or other area to the chemical reagent strip.'* The instrument

and actuation system may also create a vacuum at the lance site to help move blood fiom the

wound to the test strip.

3
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Mother appUcationdescribedby Douglas etaL.U.S.Patent6,099,4^^^

tomethodsandapparatusforsamplingandanalyringbodyfluid.
THe device described is an

instnunentcontainingalancetfor making an incision.acapUlarytubefor

and a test strip affixed to the c^iUary tube. Various embodiments ofthe instrument and

invention are described. Tbc instrument contains all components mentioned and contams
an

actuating system that lances and placesthecapmaryatthelancesite. Anolher.embodime^

describestheinstn^mentfirstplacingateststripattheskinsurfaceandthenp^^

through the test Strip with a lancet

Another device by Douglas ./ al, U.S. Patent No. 6,183,489 describes a macro

collectiondevice where the fluids are drawnupbyac^illary
tube to anextemalanaly^^

Another device described by Frederick L. Dediow. U.S. Patent 4,883,068.

refers to a blood sampling device and method. 1^ instrument consists of a double-sided

camiulaandareservoirwithapenetrableendcapaxiallyaHgnedinacompressibled^^^

Tl.e device islaid upon the skinand compressed. Tins motioncausesthecannulato
first

puncture the skin surface and thenther^rvoirendcap.
In this position blood is then

deliva»d to the reservoir.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

20 Ti»e present invention is an integrated lancing and analytic device for

collecting fluid from skin. H^e device has a lance and an analytic device integrated into a

singledevicebody. Tl.e lance and inlet ofthe analytic device are positioned in ti« device

bodysoti.tti.efluidreleasedbyti.elanceistakenupintoti.einletbyhavingti«^devrce

bodydirectti.elanceandti.eanalyticdeviceto&efluidreleasedfiomti«skin.
Tbedevice

bodyispreferablyplasticandisfabricatedusingplasticinjectionmoldmg.

More specificallyti«inventioncomprises
anintegratedlanclngandaiialytic

•

device
forcollectingfluidfromskinsaiddevicehavingalanceandananalyticdevice

integratedintoasingledevicebodyv^ereim (i.) thelancehasatapereds^pe^^

portionextendiblefromti.ebodysoti^itpenetratesti.eskmtoreleaseflu.dwhenti»^^

30
rfti.edeviceisheldtotixeskin;(iiOtheanalyticdevioecomprisesaninlet.anandy^^

havingcapillary dimensions,
ano«tietandasignalpati.>vaywhereinti.eanalytic«^^^

positionedinfluidcommunicationbetwcenti.ei«leta«loutletandti.esignal^^^

t«„.„UtsasignaIofanalysisfromti.eanalyticregiontoti«o«tside,option^^

notvisibletoauser,and(iiL)whereinti«lance^ndinletoftheanalyticdevicearepost^^^^

25
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in the device body at an angle of less than 180 degrees so that the fluid released by the lance

is taken up into the inlet by having the device body direct the inlet ofthe lance and the

analytic device to approximately the same position thereby collecting the fluid released from

the skin.

The lance is an object used to penetrate the skin, less than 2mm m depth,

preferably having the form ofa needle. In one embodiment the lance may be.rigidly attached

to the device body, having a tapered skin-penetrating portion extending from the body. In

this embodiment the lance may incorporate a fluid channel, internally such as in a

hypodermic syringe, or on the surfece. In another embodiment the lance is moveably

positioned withm a pathway within the body and has a tapered skin-penetrating portion that

extends from the body. The lance may be spring loaded in the device body to provide a

driving mechanism. The lance is slidably mounted and able to move along the pathway so

that it penetrates the skin and retracts to release fluid &om the skin vAien the body ofthe

device is held to the skin. The lance may be fabricated &om metal, silicon, or plastic.

The analytic device is used to pull body fluid oflFfix)m the skin surface and

perform an analysis on the fluid. The fluid may be blood, interstitial fluid, or a combination

ofboth, havuig a volume range of 50-300 nanoliters. The analytic device comprises an inlet,

an analytic region, an outlet and a signal pathway wherein the analytic region is positioned in

fluid communication between the inlet and outlet and the signal pathway transmits a signal of

analysis from the analytic region to the outside. The signal pathway may be either a pair of

electrodes or an optical signal. The analytic device may be either held rigidly in the device

body or moveably positioned (slidably mounted) within a pathway within the device body.

When positioned moveably within the device body the analytic device may be spring loaded

within the device body. In one embodiment the device body may create a fluid seal with the

analytic device. The analytic device may be fabricated from either silicon, or a combination

ofsilicon with plastic or glass.

One object ofthe present invention is to provide an instrument system

comprising an instrument housing containing an integrated lancing and analytic device for

collecting fluid from skin. The instrument housing is fitted to removably house the device

having a lance and an analytic device mtegrated into a single device body. The lance has a

tapered skin-penetrating portion which extends from the body so that it penetrates the skin

and retracts to release fluid from the skin when the instrument housing is held to the skin; the

analytic device comprises an inlet, an analytic region, an outlet and a signal pathway wherein

the analytic region is positioned in fluid communication between the inlet and outlet and the
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signal pathway transmits a signal ofanalysis ftom the analytic region to the outside; and the

lance and inlet ofthe analytic device are positioned in the device body so that the fluid

released by the lance is taken up into the inlet without removmg the instrument housing fiom

the skin. Both the lance and the analytic device may be rigidly attached to the device body,

5 moveable within the device body, sprmg loaded within the device body, spring loaded within

the mstrument housing, or driven by an electromechanical device within the instrument

hou^g.

Another object ofthe present invention is to provide a mefliod ofcollecting

and analyzing fluids from skin. The method comprises four steps: (1) positionmg on the skin

10 ofananunal an instrument housing containing a removable, mtegratedlancmg and analytic

device for collecting fluid from skin said device having a lance and an analytic device

integrated into a single device body; (2) penetrating the lance mto the skm to release fluid;

(3) positioning the analytic device to die location on the skin penetrated by die lance;

(4) analyzing the fluid that enters the analytic device through the inlet.

One variation ofthe method may allow for the lance to be reinserted into the

skin while positioning the analytic device on the skm. Another variation ofthe method may

allow for pivotmg the device body to position the lance and analytic device on the skm. The

fluid in the analytic device may be analyzed using several methods: optical, electrochemical,

fluorescence, or chemiluminescence. The preferred analyte for the fluid is glucose.

20 Another object ofthe present invention is to provide a process for

manufacturing an integrated lancing and analytic device for coUecting fluid fiom skm, the

device having a lance and an analytic device integrated mto a smgle device body. The

process comprises attaching a lance and analytic device to a device body wherem the lance

and inlet ofthe analytic device are positioned in the device body so tiiat fluid released by the

25 lance is taken up mto the inlet without havmg to remove the device from the skin. This is

accomplished by directing the lance and the analytic device to the same position on the skm;

By same position, it is meant tiiat the inlet ofdie analytic device is positioned in adequate

proxunity to the fluid released by die lance to permit uptake ofdie fluid wifliout die user

having to remove the device from Ae skm and visibly reposition die inlet to die fluid. Tlus

30 would include a slight rocking motion ofdie device as in a pivoted configuration.

Unless odierwise stated, all physical variations of die devices described herein

are applicable to die mediods of manufacturing and mediods ofuses described herein.

6
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a cross sectional side view ofthe device body, analytic device and

lance vAiero the analytic device and lance are moveable within the device body.

Figure 2 is a side view ofthe analytic device.

5 Figures is a top view ofthe inner surface ofone portion ofthe analytic

de\dce.

FiguriB 4 is side view ofthe device body, analytic device and lance where the

analytic device and lance are imbedded rigidly in the device body.

Figure 5 is an exploded perspective view ofthe device body, analytic device

10 and lance.

Figure 6 is a top view ofthe inner surface of the device body with

electrochemical sensor and electrodes.

Figure 7 is a side view ofthe device body, analytic device and lance.

Figure 8 is an exploded perspective view ofthe device body, analytic device

15 and lance.

Figure 9 is a side view ofthe device body, analytic device and lance where the

analytic device and lance are imbedded rigidly in the device body and the device body has a

pivot point

20 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is an integrated lancing and analytic device for

collecting body fluid from skin said device having a lance (3) and an analytic device

(2) integrated into a single device body (1). The preferred material ofthe device body (1) is

plastic and is fabricated from plastic injection molding. The device body (1) may vary in size

25 and shape depending on the specific design. When the device body (1) is ofthe form shown

m figure 1 the lance (3) and analytic device (2) are positioned moveably along pathways (4)

within the device body (1). When the device body (1) is ofthis general design, the device

body (1) may vary in size from 20mm-5mm at the distal end (5) (preferreJlOmm), 10mm to

1mm at the proximal end (6) (prefened 2.5mm), and 5mm-10mm thick (preferred 7.5 mm).

30 The pathways (4) may be in the form of slots within the device body (1 ). In this embodiment

the slots may vary in size from 3-5mm wide and l-5mm deep. The preferred dimensions are

such that the lance (3) and analytic device (2) are able to tightly fit within the slots without

impairing motion along the pathways (4).

7
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When the general design ofthe device body (1) is ofthe form shown in figures

4-9, Ae lance (3) and analytic device (2) are held rigidly withm the device body (1). When

die device body (1) is ofthe fonn shown in figures 4-8, the device body (1) may rangem size

from 3mm-8mm in length, lmm-5mm wide at the distal ead (5), 50imi-5mm wide at the

proximal end (6), and 500jmi-3mm thick. The preferred dimensions are 3mm long, 2mm

wide at the distal end (5), SOjim wide at the proximal end (6), and 1.5mm tfiick. In this

general design the device body (1) may have a slot (7) that rigidly holds the analytic device

(2). ITie preferred dimensions ofthe slot (7) are such that the slot (7) is slightly smaller than

the analytic device (2) such that the analytic device (2) is held rigidly in an interference fit

When the device body (1) is ofthe general design shown in figure 9, the de\dce body (1) may

have the same general size as the embodiment described in figure 1 . In the embodiment

shown in figure 9 the device body (1) may have a pivot (21). A pivot is a cylinder, flexible

element or rocking point upon which a rotational or rocking motion is possible. The pivot

may be a part ofthe de^ce body or the housing with a diameter rangmg from 1mm to 5 mm.

The preferred diameter is 2mm. A reciprocal feature designed to mate vdth the pivot point is

created on element not having the pivot

The lance (3), as shown in figures 1, 4-9, comprises a tapered sldn-penetratmg

portion that extends from the device body (1) so that it penetrates and releases fluid fix>m the

skin when the device body (1) is held to the skin. The lance (3) protrudes fi?om the device

body (1) 0.5mm-3mm. The preferred protrusion distance is 1.5mm. The lance (3) may have

a diameter ranging from lOOum to 400nm. The prefenred diameter is 200nm. The lance

(3) may be formed from metal, silicon, or glass. The preferred material is metal. The lance

(3) may have a hollow bore or channel in the interior or along the outer surface. The bore in

the lance interior may range in diameter from lOum to 20nm. The preferred diamet^ is

15jim. The channel on the lance surface may range in size from 25nm-5nm wide and

50-5nm deep. The preferred dimensions ofthe channel are 10|imxlOnm.

The analytic device (2), as shown in figures 1-9, comprises an mlet (8), an

analytic region (9), an outlet (10) and a signal pathway (1 1) wherein the analytic region (9) is

positioned in fluid communication between the inlet (8) and outlet (10) and the signal

pathway (1 1) transmits a signal of analysis from the analytic region (9) to the outside. The

inlet (8) is 15|im-200}im wide. The analytic region (9) is dimensionally sized to permit and

have capillary properties. This means that the analytic region has dimensions that permit

uptake ofbody fluids by capillary action. These dimensions include 500nm-2mm wide and

20nm-150nmdeepwithavolumeof 50nl-300nl,theoutlct(10)is lOOjun-SOOfim wide. The

8
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preferred dimensions are 30nm wide at the fluid inlet (8), 1mm wide and 50jun deep with a

volume of lOOnl at the analytic region (9), and 200nm wide at the outlet (10). The analytic

device (2) may range in size from 3nun-8mm in length, lmm-5mm wide at the distal end

(12), 50jim-5nmi wide at the proximal aid (13), and 100^m.3mm thick. The preferred

5 dimensions are 3mm long, 2mm wide at the distal end (12), SOjun wide at the proximal end

(13), and SOO^mi thick. The analytic device (2) ihay be fabricated from silicon or plastic, the

preferred material is silicon. The analytic device (2) may protrude from the device body (1)

lmm-3mm. It is preferred that the analytic device (2) protrudes from the device body (1)

l.Smm.

10 EXAMPLES

The following examples are provided by way of illustration only and not by

way oflimitation. Those of skill will readily recognize a variety ofnoncritical parameters

which could be changed or modified to yield essentially similar results.

The integrated lancing and analytic device exists in several embodiments. In

15 sununary, the device ofthe present invention combines both a lance and analytic device in

such a way that they may be used together conveniently for lancing a skm surface and

drawing a small sample ofbody fluid. In all embodiments ofthe mvention the lance and

analytic device are combined together, integrated in a device body. They may be held rigidly

in the device body or allowed to move relative to each other within the device body.

20 Example 1:

The device body is the housing for the lance and analytic device. The device

- body holds and positions both the lance and analytic device at the proper location with

respect to each other. The device body is preferably plastic and fabricated from plastic

mjection molding. As seen in figure 1, in one embodunent ofthe invention the lance (3) and

25 analytic device (2) may be mounted within the device body (1) in such a manner that either or

both the lance (3) and the analytic device (2) are capable ofmoving within the device body •

(1) and relative to each other. The lance (3) and inlet (8) ofthe analytic device (2) are

positioned in the device body (1) so that the fluid released by the lance (3)ls taken up into the

inlet (8) by having the device body (1) direct the lance (3) and the analytic device (2) to the

30 fluid released firom the skin. In this embodiment either or both the lance (3) and the analytic

device (2) may move linearly along pathways (4) within the device body (1). The pathways

(4) are guiding elements such as grooves, slots, or rails within the device body (I). Grooves

and slots may be formed during the plastic injection molding process; rails may be fabricated

from metal and inserted after the molding process. The pathways (4) are oriented such that

9
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thefluidideasedbythelance(3)istakenupmtotheinlet(8)byhavingthed^^^

(1) direct (be lance (3) and the analytic device (2) to the fluid released from the skin.

The analytic device and lance are positioned at anai^e of less than 180"

relative to each otiier (alpha. D). TTus angle permits die analytic device to be placed in die

5 proximate location oftiie skin where the lance has released fluid.

The driving force for die lance (3) and analytic device (2) wiflnn tiie device

body (1) may be provided by a spring or an electromechanical actuation mechanism such as a

motor or solenoid located in an accompanying instrument housmg. The instniment housing

is a plastic injection molded casing, preferably hand held. The device body (1) is intended

10 for use with die instrument housing. Hie mstrument housing contains tiie actuation

mechanism tiiat interacts witii tiie device body (1) and drives ttie lance (3) and analytic device

(2). The preferred method ofactuation is spring loading. Eitiierorboflitiielance(3)and

analytic device (2) may be spring-loaded witiiin die device body (1) to facUitate linear motion

and to provide an actuation mediod. The spring-loaded component is attached to a spring or

15 combination of springs to provide movement. The spring configuration may inchide an

actuation spring and a bounce-back spring, as well as a coking and release mechanism.

Similar spring loaded devices are commonly manually cocked and a<^ted by tiie use of a

pull lever and a push button integrated into die mstrument housing.

In this embodiment the analytic device (2) is allowed to move witiimtiie

20 device body (1). The analytic device (2) is a device for collecting and analyzmg body fluid.

Hie analytic device (2) may be fabricated fiom siUcon, plastic, glass or any combination of

tiietiiree. Hie preferred material is single crystal silicon witii a (100) crystaUographic

orientation; however, polysiUcon or otiier crystallographic orientations may be used. Hie

analytic device (2) may be formed in sUicon using standard semiconductor processmg

25 techniques. Theseconsistprimarily of spin coating photoresist on a siUcon wafer, exposing

die photoresist toUV tight vntii a protective mask defmmg die desired etchmg pattern, and

'

etchmg tiie silicon, removing siUcon from selected areas to form tiie analytic .device (2). The

preferred etchmg metiiod is using a high rate plasma etcher, however. KOfl (potassium

hydroxide) may be used. Referring to figure 2, die analytic device (2) cbmprises an inlet (8).

30 an analytic region (9), an outiet (10) and a signal padiway (1 1). The analytic region (9) is in

fluid communication widi tiie inlet (8) and outlet (10) and die signal padiway (11) transmits a

signal ofanalysis from tiie analytic region (9) to die outside.

The signal padiway (1 1) and signal of analysis are means ofcommunicating

die analysis widiin die analytic region (9) to die outside. Hie signal padiway (1 1) may be

10
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along electrodes (14) within the analytic deWce (2) vsdien used in an electrochemical

application or through the analytic device (2) when used in an optical ^plication. Similarly,

the signal ofanalysis is either an electrical or optical signal that communicates the results of

the analysis witfiin the analytic region (9) ofthe analytic device (2) to the outside. An

5 advantage of the system is that the signal is not directly read by the user which can result in

user error as with a test strip located outside the capillary portion ofthe system. Rather the

signal is read indirectly by a photosensitive device e.g., a photodiode or a device that reads

electrical potential or current. This conveys sensitivity and reproducibility to the ^stem.

When measured electrically, as shown in figure 3, an electrochemical sensor

10 (15) may be pre-deposited on an inner surface (16) of tiie analytic device (2) in flie analytic

region (9), TTie electrochemical sensor (15), vAion used for glucose measurement, is based on

the fact that the enzyme glucose oxidase catalyses the oxidation ofglucose to gluconic acid.

The first generation glucose biosensors used molecular oxygen as the oxidizing agent

Commereially available finger stick glucose devices use a ferrocene based mediator system in

15 lieu ofmolecular oxygen. Recently, inunobilization techniques have been developed to

•*wire" an enzyme directly to an electrode, facilitating rapid electron transfer and hence high

current densities.

In an electrochemical system the electrodes (14) act as a signal pathway (11)

for communicating flie results ofthe electrochemical reaction fi-om the electrochemical

20 sensor (15) between the analytic region (9) and the exterior ofthe analytic device (2). The

electrodes (14), as shown in figure 3, arc conducting traces deposited on the inner surface

(16) ofthe analytic device (2) and in contact with the electrochemical sensor (1 5). The

electrodes (14) may be made Scorn any noble metal: primarily gold, platinum or silver. The

metal electrodes (14) can be deposited on the analytic device (2) by either by sputtering or by

25 evaporation in a vacuum chamber. Sputtering is the preferred mettiod ofdeposition of

metals. The metal deposited substrate will be coated with a thin layer ofphotoresist. The

photoresist will then be exposed and pattemed with exposure to UV light The metal can

then be etched with a reagent to create the specific metal trace patterns. In an electrochemical

system tiie electrical signal conducted via the electrode signal pathway (1 1) is analyzed using

30 an accompanying instrument housing.

In another embodiment of the present invention the signal pathway (11) and

the signal of analysis may be optical. In this embodiment the chemical reaction inside the

analjrtic device (2) is read using either optical transmittance or optical reflectance methods.

When used in an optical analysis system the analytic device (2) may have reagents deposited

11
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outheinnersurface(16)mtheanalyticiegiott(9). Hie reagents react with analytes in the

body fluid, such as glucose or hemoglobin, to form a color change. In an opticd syst^

signal source is a light emitting diode (LED) or a diode laser ofappropriate v«ivelength. Hie

preferred wavelength range is 600mn-650nm wh«i the analyte is glucose. A secondary LED

5 or diode laser may be used m the wavelength region of700nm-800mn for background

absorbance compensation. The optical signal is analyzed usmg an optical sensor present in

an accompanymg instrument housing.

Referring to figure 2. in a reflectance system the signal pathway (1 1) is in

through one member (17) ofthe analytic device (2) to the analytic region (9). trough the

10 body fluid present in the analytic region (9) to the surface (19) ofthe analytic region (9). off

of the surface (19) ofthe analytic region (9) and out through the same pathm reverse order.

In a transmittance system the signal patiiway (11) is in tiirough onemember (17) ofthe

analytic device (2) to tiie analytic region (9), tiurough tiie body fluid presentm the analytic

region (9), and out through the opposing member (18) ofthe analytic device (2). Oflier

15
embodimentsmayiucorporatethedevicebody(l)intothesignalpathway.

Another advantage of tiiis invention is tiiat tiie analytes are read withm die

capillary dimensions ofthe analytic region ofthe analytic device. IHis affords economy of

manufacture over the prior art devices.

Referring to figure 1 , in the present embodhnent the lance (3) is allowed to

20 move witiuntiie device body (1).
Thelance(3)isadeviceforpenetratmgti.eskmtoadepth

sufficient to induce body fluid to well up to tiie skin surfece. The lance (3) is tapered at one

end, coming to a point with sufficient sharpness for penetrating skm. breaking the surfece

Mdtiimmimalrequireddamagetoskmtissue. The lance (3) is preferably febricated from

metal but may also be fabricated from silicon or plastic. In ti« preferred embodiment flie

25 lance (3) is a metal needle, protrudmg cylindrically from the front ofthe device body (1) with

one end tapered toapoint In an alternative embodhnent the lance (3) may be metal havmg-

tiieshapeofarazor edge, nie lance (3)protrudes from the front ofthe device body (l)man

orientation such that when tiie device body (1) is held to the surfece oftiie skm tiie lance (3)

penetrates the skm surface! InMs embodiment, shownm figure 1. the lance (3) is unbedded

30 mto a lance body (20) timt is positioned in tiie patiiway (4) oftiie device body (1). The lance

body (20) is plastic and is fabricated from plastic injection molding. The lance (3) may be

molded mto tiie lance body (20) or embedded mto tiie lance body (20) by heating and

mserting tiie lance (3)under high pressure mto tiie lancebody (20) after tiielancebody^^^

has been febricated.

12
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Another embodiment ofthe lance (3) includes fabricating it from silicon.

Doped or non-doped silicon may be used. It is prefened to use (100) oriented single crystal

silicon. However, polysilicon or other crystallographic orientations may be used. In this

embodiment the silicon lance (3) may have the shape ofa needle tapering to a point with

5 sufficient sharpness for penetrating skin. The silicon lance (3) may be attached to and

protrude from the lance body (20) in the same manner as described for the metal lance (3)

above. Silicon needles may be fabricated using processing steps common in the

semiconductor processing industry. These steps include spin coating photoresist on a silicon

wafer, UV exposing and patterning the needle geometry into the photoresist, and etching the

10 wafer in plasma or potassium hydroxide (KOH), thus removing silicon from selected areas to

form silicon needles. The preferred method is to use high rate plasma etching. The steps for

plasma etching are well established and known to those experienced in the art.

In yet another embodiment the lance (3) may be formed out of plastic. In this

embodiment the lance (3) would be formed as part ofthe lance body (20) during the plastic

15 injection molding process and protrude from the front ofthe lance body (20). The plastic

lance (3) would be tapered as previously described to have sharpness sufficient for

penetratmg the skin surface.

Example 2:

In an alt^ative design ofthe invention, as seen in figures 4-9, the device

20 body (1) may hold the lance (3) and analytic device (2) rigidly, immobile with respect to the

device body (1) and each other. As described in example 1 , the device is intended for use

within an instrument system. The instrument system comprises an instrument housing

containing the integrated lancing and analytic device for collecting fluid from skm. The

instrument housing is fitted to removably house the device, said device having a lance (3) and

25 an analytic device (2) integrated into a single device body (1) >^erem the lance (3) and inlet

(8) ofthe analytic device (2) are positioned m the device body (1) so that the fluid released by

the lance (3) is taken up into the inlet (8) without removing the instrument housing from the

skin. The preferred material for the device body (1) is plastic; the device body (1) is

fabricated from plastic injection molding. The lance (3) and analytic device (2) are

30 positioned within the device body (1) such that an appropriate motion ofthe device body (1)

directs the lance (3) and the analytic device (2) to the fluid released from the skin. This

position is represented by the angle alpha (D) in figures 1, 4, 7 and 9. The angle alpha is less

than 180 degrees and is preferably less than 75 degrees and most preferably between 90 and

25 degrees. The appropriate motion may be either linear or radial within the instrument

13
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housing and controUed using either a spring or an electromechanical actuator such as a motor

orsolenoid. The device body (1) may include a comiecting feature, enabling itselfto be

comiected with the actuator. For the case ofradial motion, as seen in figure 9. the device

body (1) may include a pivot point (21) that may be formed as a hole or a hinge in the device

5 body (1) during the plastic injection moldmg.

In this embodiment the analytic device (2). as seen in figures 4-9, is attached

rigidly to the device body (1). The analytic device (2) is a device for collecting and analyzing

body fluid. The analytic device (2) comprises an inlet (8). an analytic region (9), an outiet

(10) and a signal pathway (1 1). as previously described in example 1. The analytic region (9)

10 is in fluid communication witii tiie inlet (8) and outiet (10) and tiie signal patiiway (1 1)

transmits a signal of analysis from flie analytic region (9) to tiie outside. The signal patiiway

(11) and signal of analysis are either an optical or electrical consistent with tfie description

provided in example 1. The analytic device (2) may be fabricated from siHcon. plastic, glass

or any combination of tiie tiiree. The preferred material is siUcon. TTie analytic device (2)

15 may be formed in silicon using tiie standard semiconductor processing techniques described

in example 1.

In one embodiment of tiie present invention, as seen in figures 4-6. tiie device

body (1) may act as a cover for the analytic device (2) providing a fluid seal and replacmg

eitiier element (17) or (1 8) of figure 2. Witii tiie device body (1) sealing tiie analytic region

20 (9) to form a fluid barrier, tiiere is significant cost savings. In such a design, tiie inner surface

(22) oftiie device body (1) contacts tiie surface (23) of tiie analytic device (2) forming a fluid

capiUaiy witii a trench in tiie analytic device (2) creating tiie abiUty to direct fluid along flie

ca^iiUary. The seal may be created using mechanical pressure, sonic welding ofplastics or

adhesives. In tins embodiment tiie device body (1) has a shape similar to tiie analytic device

25 (2) such tiiat tiie analytic device (2) fits tightiy into tiie device body (1) forming tiie fluid seal

and held rigidly vnfliin.

As seen in figures 4-6, tiie device body (1) may form part of tiie signal

patiiway (11) of tiie analytic device (2). Body fluid, upon entering tiie analytic device (2),

comes into contact witfi reagents in tiie analytic region. Upon contact witfiflie reagents a

30 chemical reaction takes place that may be read via eitiier an electrical or optical signal

patiiway (1 1). When measured electrically an electrochemical sensor (15) may be pre-

deposited on eitiier tiie analytic device (2) in tiie analytic region (9) or on tiie inner surface

(22) of tiie device body (1) m an area tiiat is located directly over tiie analytic region (9) of

tiie analytic device (2). Electrodes (14) are deposited in contact witii tiie electrochemical

14
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sensor (1 5) on either the analytic device (2) or the inner surfece (22) ofthe device body (1).

The materials and methods for fabricating the electrodes (14) and electrochemical sensor (15)

are consistent with those described in example 1

.

Referring to figure 4, the device body (1) may form part ofan optical signal

5 pathway (1 1) for the analytic device (2). In this embodiment the chemical reaction mside the

analytic device (2) is read using either optical transmittance or optical reflectance methods.

In these embodiments the device body (1) is formed ofan appropriate optically transparent

material. The device body (1) will not appreciably block radiation in the desired wavelength

range, 600-900nm. In this embodiment the preferred device body (1) material is plastic,

10 however, glass may alternately be used. When used in an optical ianalysis system, reagents

may be deposited on the analytic device (2) in the analytic region (9) or on the iimer surface

(22) ofthe device body (1). The reagents react with analytes in the body fluid, such as

glucose or hemoglobin, to form a color change. In this embodiment the specific signal

pathway (1 1) is similar to the descriptions provided in example 1, incorporating the device

15 body (1). Also, in an optical system, an LED or a diode laser, and an optical sensor are

provided in an accompanying instrument as described in example 1

.

As seen in figures 7-8, in other embodiments ofthe current invention the

device body (1) may hold the analytic device (2) rigidly within the device body (1) but not

form the fluid seal with the analytic device (2). Various designs are possible for the design of

20 the device body (1), and are not liihited to the representations shown. When the analytic

device (2) is held rigidly in the device body (1) and the device body (1) is not used to form a

fluid seal with the analytic device (2), the previously mentioned electrochemical sensor,

electrodes, and reagents may be deposited within the analytic device (2) itself in a maimer

consistent with techniques discussed above. Similarly, the signal pathway may vary slightly

25 to include various members ofthe analytic device (2) and various surfaces ofthe device body

(1) when used in alternate embodiments.

As seen in figures 4-9, the lance (3) may be attached rigidly to^the device body

(1 ). The lance (3) has a tapered skin-penetrating portion that extends from the device body

(1) so that it penetrates the skin when the body ofthe device is held to the skin. In this

30 embodiment the lance (3) may have the same design and be fabricated fix)m the same

material and processes previously described in example 1. Furthermore, when the lance (3) is

attached rigidly to the device body (1), the lance (3) may be attached consistent with methods

described in example 1 above, substituting the device body (1) for the lance body (20).

15
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When the lance (3) is attadied rigidly to the device body (1) the lance (3) may

exist in other embodiments not previously described. TTie lance (3) may incorporate a fluid

channel. The fluid channel is a conduit ofappropriate dimensions to cause body flmd to

move along the fluid channel due to capillary forces. The chamiel may be formed inside the

5 lance (3), forming a hollow
needle such as a hypodermic syringe, or on the surfece ofthe

lance (3) forming an open capillary. In either embodiment the lance (3) protrudes from the

front of the device body (Din an orientationsuch that when the device body (l)is held to the

surface ofthe skin the lance (3) penetrates the skin surfece. The iance (3) may be attached to

the device body (1) in a manner consistent with the methods previously described. In either

10 embodiment the channel forms a fluid capiUary capable oftransportmg body fluid from the

skin surfece to the fluid inlet (8) ofthe analytic device (2). The lance (3) may be imbedded

into the device body (1) at an orientation to tiie analytic device (2) such that body fluid is

delivered from tiie channel in the lance (3) to the fluid inlet (8) ofthe analytic device (2).

When constructed witiiachamieltiie
lance (3)may be formed fiommetal. silicon or plastic.

15 When tiie lance (3) is fabricated from metal with tiie chamiel inside the lance (3) is a

hypodermic syringe and is fabricated using common methods. When febricated from metal

and the channel is formed on tiie surface, tiie chamiel may be formed using metal etchmg

techniques. When tiie lance (3) is fabricated from siUcon, tiie lance (3) and tiie <*annel

eitiier internal or on tiie surface, may be fabricated using siUcon processing techmques

20 previously described. When tiie lance (3) is fabricated from plastic, tiie lance (3) and tiie

chamiel. eitiier internal or on tiie surfece, may be formed form insert plastic injection

molding.

Methods of Using

•nus invention is intended to provide a disposable integrated fence and

25
analyticdeviceforuseinaone^stepcoUectionandanalysisofsmaUvolumesofbodyfluid^

By a one-step coUection metiiod. it is meant tiiat tiie integrated fencing and analytic device

body positions tiie inlet oftiie analytic device to tiie fluidreleasedfromtiiejancewitiiout
tiie

user visually sighting tiie fluid and manually bringmg tfie inlet to tiie fluid.

Body fluids tiiat may be collected and analyzed are blood, interstitial fluid or a

30 n^ixtureofbloodwitiiinterstitialfluid. The preferred analyte is glucose. Oflier analytes tiiat

„«.y be detected mclude but are not limited to hemoglobin, sodium, potassium, blood gassed

and drugs of abuse. The present invention provides a device tiiat simplifies tiie fencing and

coUectionprocessbyintegratingtiielanceandanalyticdevicemtoadevicebody.
n«
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analytic device may be a nanocuvette, providing a device that is easy to fill using capillary

forces. The design ofthe present invention is well suited for adaptation and use in either

optical or electrochemical analysis systems. The invention incorporates a signal pathway into

* the analytic device and device body for communication ofanalysis results. The invention is

S
.
also well suited for use in a hand-held instrument housing containing an actuating, loading,

and ejecting system capable ofperforming the necessary operations, requirmg minimal

manipulation fix>m the usen

One ofthe most critical shortcomings ofthe current art is that the methods and

instruments designed for body fluid sampling require two distmctly different steps: a lancing

10 step and a filling step, vMch requires manual delivery ofa relatively large volume ofbody

fluid to the collection device. This two-step manual system is a very inaccurate, painful and

messy method ofdelivering the test fluid to the collection device. Lancets need to be large to

draw the requked amount ofblood. This causes a great deal ofpain for the user. A good

degree ofdexterity is required to accurately deliver the blood to the collection device; as a

1 5 result sampling is often performed improperly, requiring additional lancing.

In the present invention the lance and analytic device are combined within a

device body, and the device body is located within an instrument housing. To gather a body

fluid sample, a surface ofthe instrument housing is brought into contact with the user's skin.

Once contact is made between the instrument housing and the skin surface, the actuation

20 system within the instrument housing positions the device body, the lance, and the analytic

device. The lance and the inlet ofthe analytic device are positioned in the device body so

that the fluid released by the lance is taken up into the inlet by having the device body du-ect

the lance and the analytic device to the fluid released from the skin without removing the

instrument housing firom the skin. This procedure facilitates an automatic lancing and

25 sampling method for the collection ofbody fluid. The positioning is accomplished by

providing an angle between the inlet and the lance tip that approximates the contact ofthe

skin at the point of fluid release.

The automatic nature ofthe present invention provides a de\ice with far

greater accuracy in picking up the body fluid sample from the skin surface. As a result,

30 producing a large volume of body fluid on the skin surface is not required for accm-ate

collection of the sample. The greater accuracy ofthe automatic collection method allows for

a much smaller volume ofbody fluid being produced on the skin surface and a much smaller

lance size than commonly used. In the present invention the lance is sized to cause a

minunum degree ofdamage to the skin surface. Furthermore, fabricating a nanocuvette from
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Silicon for use as the analytic device provides a collection device with precisely controlled

volume requirements consistent v«tii tiie small volumes ofbody fluid being produced from

tiie lance. The overall system results in greater collection accuracy, lower volume

requirements from the lance and collection device, smaller lancet sizes, less pain and trauma

for flie user, and fewer ifany failed tests.

All publications and patent applications cited in this specification aie herein

incorporated by reference as ifeach individual publication or patent appUcation were

specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference.

Altiiough the foregomg invention has been described in some detail by way of

Ulustration and example for purposes of clarity ofunderstanding, it wiU be readily apparent to

those of ordinary skill in the art in light of tiie teachmgs oftins mventionfliat certain changes

and modifications may be made tiiereto without departingfrom tiie sphit or scope oftiie

appended claims.
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1 1
. An integrated lancing and analytic device for collecting fluid from skin

2 said device having a lance and an analytic device integrated into a single device body

3 wherein:

4 i. the lance has a tapered skin penetrating portion extendible from the body so

5 that it penetrates the skin to release fluid when the body of the device is held to the skin;

6 ii. the analytic device comprises an inlet, an analytic region having capillary

7 dimensions, an outlet and a signal pathway wherein the analytic region is positioned in fluid

8 communication between the inlet and outlet and the signal pafcway transmits a signal of

9 analysis from the analytic region to the outside said signal not visible to a user, and

10 iii. wherein the lance and inlet ofthe analytic device are positioned in the

1 1 device body at an angle ofless than 180 degrees so that the fluid released by the lance is

12 taken up into the inlet by having the device body direct the lance and the analytic device to

13 the fluid released from the skiiL

1 2. A device ofclaim 1 wherein the device body creates a fluid seal with

2 the analytic device.

1 3, A device ofclaim 1 \rfierein the lance is a needle.

1
,

4. A device ofclaun 1 wherem the analytic device holds 50-300

2 nanoliters of fluid.

1 5. A device ofclaim 1 wherein the signal pathway is a pair of electrodes.

1 6. A device ofclaim 1 wherein the signal pathway traiisniits an optical

2 signal.

1 7. A device of claim 1 wherein the fluid is blood

1 8. A device of claim 1 wherein the fluid is interstitial fluid.

1 9. A device of claim 1 wherem the analytic device is held rigidly in the

2 device body.

1 10, A device ofclaim 1 where in the lance is rigidly fixed to the device

2 body.
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1 1 1 . A device ofclaim 1 vrtierein the lance is extendible by its being

2 moveably positioned along a pathway within the device body.

1 12. A device ofclaim 1 wiierein flie lance is spring loaded in the device

2 body.

1 13. A device ofclaim 1 wherdn the analytic device is moveably

2 positioned within a pathway vwthin the device body to extend to the fluid released on skin.

1 14. A device of claim 1 wherein the analytic device is spring loaded wthin

2 the device body.

1 15, A device of claim 1 wherein the lance penetrates less than 2mm into

2 theskiiL

J .16. An instniment system comprising an instrument housing containing an

2 integrated lancing and analytic device for coUecting fluid from skin said instrument housing

3 fitted to removably house the device said device having a lance and an analytic device

4 integrated into a angle device body wherein:

5 i.
thelancehasataperedskinpenetratingportionwhichextendsfromthe

6 body so that it penetrates the skin and retracts to release fluid from the skin when the

7 instrumenthousing is held to ttieskii^

8 ii. the analytic device that comprises an inlet, an analytic region, an outlet and

9 asignal pathway wherdnthe analytic region is ofcapUlary dimension and is positioned in

10 fluid communication between tiie inlet and outiet and the signal patiiway transmits a signal of

1 1 analysis from the analytic region to tiie outside said signal not visible to a user, and

12 iiL wherein tiie lance and inlet oftiie analytic device are positioned in tiie

13 device body at an angle ofless tiian 180 degrees so tiiat tiie fluid released by tiie lance is

14 taken up into tiie inlet witiiout removing tiie instrument housing from ttie skuL

1 17. A system of claun 16 wherein tiie analytic device holds 50-300

2 nanoliters of fluid.

1 18. A system ofclaim 16 wherein tiie signal patiiway is a pair of

2 electrodes.
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1 19. A system ofclsum 16 wherein the signal pathway transmits an optical

2 signal.

1 20. A system ofclaim 16 wherein the lance is a needle.

1 21. A system ofclaim 16 wherein the lance is a hypodermic syringe.

1 22. A system ofclaim 16 wherein the lance has a fluid channel.

1 23, A system ofclaim 16 wherein the lance is rigidly fixed in the device

2 body.

1 24. A system ofclaim 16 wherein the lance is spring loaded in the device

2 body.

1 25. A system ofclaim 16 wherein the lance is spring loadedm the

2 instrument housing.

1 26. A system ofclaim 16 wherein the lance is driven by an

2 electromechanical device in the instrument housing.

1 27. A system of claim 16 wherein the analytic device is spring loaded in

2 tiie device body,

1 28. A system ofclaim 16 wherem the analytic device is spring loaded m
2 the instrumrathousing.

1 29. A system ofclaim 16 wherein the analytic device is driven by an

2 electromechanical device in the instrument housing.

1 30. A system ofclaim 16 wherein the device body pivots in relation to the

2 instrument housing.

1 3 1 . A system of claim 16 wherein the analytic device is rigidly fixed to the

2 deviqebody^
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1 32. A system ofclaim 16 having a pivot point mated to a pivot receptacle

2 whereby the device body moves relative to the instrument housing with the pivot point and

receptacle positioned opposite each other on the device body and housing.

33, A method ofcollecting and analyang fluids from skin said method

2 . comprising the steps of:

3 a) positioning on the skin ofan animal an instrument housing containing a

4 removable, integrated lancing and analytic device for collecting fluid ftom skin said device

5 having a lance and an analytic device integrated into a single device body wherein:

6 i. the lance comprises a tapered skin penetrating portionwMch extends ftom

7 the body so that it penetrates and releases fluid from the skin when the body ofthe device is

8 held to the skin;

9 ii. the analytic device comprises an inlet, an analytic region, an outlet and a

10 signal pathway wherein the analytic region is ofcapillary dimension and is positioned m fluid

1 1 communication between tiie inlet and outlet and the signal pathway transmits a signal of

12 analysis from the analytic region to the outside where the signal is not visible to the user; and

13 iii. wherein the lance and inlet of tiie analytic device are positioned in the

14 device body at an angle of less tiian 180 degrees so that the fluid released by the lance is

15 taken up into the inlet by directing the lance and flie analytic device to the fluid without

16 rranoving the mstrument housing ftom the skin;

17 b) penetrating tiie lance into tiie skin to release fluid; and

Ig c) positioning the analytic device to flie location on tiie skin peneteated by the

19 lance; and

20 d) analyzmg flie fluid tiiat enters tiie analytic device tiirough tiie inlet

1 34. A metiKjdofclaim 33 v^erein tiie analytic dewce is held ri^dly in the

2 device body.

1 35, A mefliod ofclaim 33 wherein tiie lance canmovewi^ tiie device

2 body.

1 36. A metiibdofclaim 33 wherein flie analytic device can move wifliin tiie

2 device body to extend to tiie fluid on flie skm.
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1 37, A method of claim 33 wherein the lance is held rigidly in the device

2 body at an angle with respect to the analytic device.

1 38. A method pfclaim 33 wherein the lance is reinserted mto the skin

2 while positioning the analytic device on the skin.

1 39. A method ofclaim 33 wherein the device body is pivoted to position

2 the lance and analytic device on the skin, v

1 V*^- Amethodof claim 33 wherein the lance and analytic device move

2 within the device body for positioning on the skin.

1 41. A method ofclaim 33 vsdierem the fluid is analyzed optically.

1 42. A method of claun 33 wherein the fluid is analyzed electrochemically.

1 43. A method ofclaim 33 wherein the fluid is analyzed using fluorescence.

1 44. A method ofclaim 33 v^erein the fluid is analyzed using

2 chemiluminescence.

1 45. A method ofclaim 33 wherein the fluid is analyzed for glucose.

1 46. A process for manufacturing an integrated lancing and analsrtic device

2 for collecting fluid from skin said device havmg a lance and an analytic device integrated into

3 a smglc device body said process comprising attachii^ a lance and analytic device to a device

4 body \Aerein the lance and inlet ofthe analytic device are positioned m the de^^

5 that fluid released by the lance is taken up mto the mlet without haidng to remove the device

6 from the skin, by directing the lance and the analytic device to the same position on the skin,

7 wh^ein the lance has a tapered, skin-penetrating portion configured to extend

8 from the body so that it penetrates and releases fluid from flie isWn vAien the body ofthe

9 device is held to the skin; and,

*0 wherein the analytic device comprises an inlet, an analytic region, an outlet

11 and a signal pathway wherein the analytic region is of capillary dimension and positioned in

12 fluid communication between the inleit and outlet and the signal pathway transmits a signal of

13 analysis from the analytic region to the outside.
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1 47. A process ofclaim 46 wherein the device body is fabricated using

2 plastic injecdon molding.

1 48. A process of claim 46 wherein the analytic device is fabricated fix)m

2 silicon.

1 49. A process ofclaim 46 wherein the analytic device is fabricated from a

2 combination of Silicon with plastic or glass.

1 50. A process ofclaim 46 wherein the lance is febricated from metal.

1 51. A process of claim 46 wherein the lance is febricated from siUcon.

1 52. A process ofclaim 46 wherein the lance is fabricated from plastic.
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